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Renewables can increase to 61% of EU electricity
mix in 2030, well above current targets, and at lower
cost.
New analysis shows how cheap renewables and flexible demand could replace more
than half of European coal and gas generation by 2030, while reducing system cost and
almost doubling emissions savings from the power sector, compared to current plans.
Embargoed until 00:01am CET on 21 November 2017
Brussels, 21 November 2017. New research by energy consultancy Artelys, released today by
the Energy Union Choices group, shows how rapidly falling prices for solar PV, wind power and
other key, system balancing, technologies, have revolutionised the economics of Europe’s power
sector. It finds that Europe can aim for much deeper emissions reductions and higher renewables
uptake while reducing electricity system costs – provided it pursues the right policies.

More renewables and greater emissions savings while boosting the economy
According to the analysis, the most cost-effective scenario for the EU’s electricity mix contains a
much higher share for renewables in electricity than that envisioned by the European Commission
(61% versus 49% by 2030). Under this scenario, Europe would avoid an additional 265Mt of CO 2
emissions, €600 million in energy system costs per year by 2030, and deliver 90,000 additional
jobs (net) in the European energy sector.
Responding to the findings, Laurence Tubiana, CEO of the European Climate Foundation said:

“Ahead of the global stocktake on climate ambition, next year, this is great news. The economics
are now decisively tipping in favour of clean energy, making an even stronger case for higher EU
ambition for 2030. We need higher ambition from the EU if we are to honour the Paris Agreement
and as a basis for Europe’s future prosperity.”
Renewables and flexible demand can replace coal - and a lot of gas
The analysis underlines the importance for EU member states delivering on the Clean Energy for
all Europeans package, and advancing plans to retire coal-fired generation.

Imke Luebbeke at the WWF European Policy Office said: “The European Commission seems to

chronically underestimate just how great a positive impact sustainable renewable energy can
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have. As this report shows, we can and must pull the plug on coal and crank up renewables way
beyond the proposed 2030 target levels for the sake of Europeans’ health, taxpayers’ wallets and
our shared climate.”
The report also rebuts the myth that a coal phase-out would increase the role of gas in the
European power system. By contrast, the researchers see the need for gas generation cut nearly
in half by 2030: from 514 TWh in 2015 to 259 TWh per year. This also represents a significant fall
in the outlook for gas generation on the Commission’s current scenario, which projects 369 TWh
of gas generation in 2030.
The decreased need for fossil fuel generation is mainly due to new, clean flexibility solutions
becoming available as electrification increases across transport (Electric Vehicles), heating (Heat
Pumps) as well as commercial and industrial loads (industrial refrigerators, boilers, etc).
Jonathan Gaventa, director at E3G said: “Cheap renewables push out gas as well as coal.

European countries should feel confident that they can phase out coal power without increasing
energy security risks or new dependence on imported gas. Cost-effective renewable power,
demand-side flexibility and electricity grids can pick up the slack. Infrastructure planners need to
get to grips with this new reality, or they risk wasting money on utterly unnecessary gas pipelines
and LNG terminals.”
Mike Hogan, Senior Adviser at the Regulatory Assistance Project added: “This analysis confirms

the critical importance of tackling coal overcapacity. It also shows that If the EU fails to adopt the
Commission’s proposals to deepen market integration and create an enabling environment for
demand-side flexibility, the costs for the power sector and for European consumers will be
significantly higher.”
The switch is cost-effective and brings more jobs to Europe
The overall cost saving to European businesses and consumers of pursuing higher renewables
(around 61% of the EU-28’s electricity mix, as opposed to 49%) is put at over €600 million per
year by 2030, while also bringing, a net, 90,000 new jobs to European citizens. But policy is
crucial.
While the report finds that the lower cost and higher performance of renewables fundamentally
changes the outlook for the power sector in Europe, it notes that current EU policy frameworks fall
short of unlocking the new opportunities. What is needed is a combination of the “smart
retirement” of coal assets alongside flexible demand roll-out.

- ENDS –
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Brussels Report Launch Event with Maroš Šefčovič and Claude Turmes MEP:

Stanhope Hotel

Speaking at the launch event in Brussels (9-12am CET, 21 November 2017) will be Vice President
of the Energy Union Maroš Šefčovič and Green MEP Claude Turmes, who is also rapporteur for
the Energy Union Governance Regulation. Click here for full details. Press passes available.

NOTES TO THE EDITOR
•

•
•

The group of stakeholders convened under the “Energy Union Choices” banner for this
report, with the support of the European Climate Foundation, includes: E3G, the
Regulatory Assistance Project (RAP) and WWF
The Artelys analysis will be available at:
http://www.energyunionchoices.eu/cleanersmartercheaper/
High resolution (.jpgs) of the graphs and maps in the analysis can be requested by
emailing: Nimali.Samarasinha@europeanclimate.org
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